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Stealth Killing in Combat and Guerrilla Warfare 

 

There are numerous tutorials on the subject of killing - designed by so called “experts” and we doubt 

that these same “experts” have ever killed a human being. We are dumbfounded that the majority 

of these “experts” are civilian instructors which imparts their “expertise” upon soldiers and 

specialised units. Let’s get something straight from the get go: Human beings can kill without 

“expert” training and has done so for thousands of years. The thing which humanity lacks is logic and 

precision when it comes to the art of killing. Indeed, it is an art, as the skilled individual will not let a 

mutilated enemy drag itself along the ground, while blood gurgles from its nose and mouth, simply 

because he/she did not sever the jugular and arteries cleanly of the enemies cut throat. Or letting 

your enemy sound an alarm because the tip of your dagger glanced off the skull instead of severing 

the connection of the Atlas vertebrae cleanly. There are numerous ways you as an “expert” can fuck 

up a stealth kill, and then get captured, tortured or killed on the spot. Think very carefully on this, 

before you attempt such a stunt. 

The only weapon we will introduce that force you as the hunter to get close to your enemy, so that 

you can smell his or her sweat stench is none other than the dagger. This weapon serves one 

purpose and one purpose alone: To kill. Yes, that’s right, ladies and gentlemen, a knife or dagger is a 

weapon reserved for a “surprise”.  This means that your opponent won’t see the blade until it is 

imbedded in their heart. You’re not going to brandish the dagger like a retarded mugger, hoping to 

intimidate your enemy so that he/she can run away into the darkness of the night! Once you draw 

that dagger, you will kill and do so swiftly and cleanly. It deserves that much respect in the least. 

How do you become other than a clumsy fool with this blade? It’s called muscle memory. “Perfect 

practice makes perfect”. (Quoting my Sgt.) You will replicate each movement perfectly for about 

*2000 times every day, forcing your body to “remember” each painstaking inch. Let’s give you some 

advice: Your training in the field of specialised combat NEVER ends.  

There is a FUCK-LOAD that can go wrong in the field - one second separates zen and FUBAR. 

Remember this well, or you will learn a hard lesson indeed. You have zero room for mistakes or 

clumsy tactics, so hone your skills to a razor’s edge and then even more. Never settle, never become 

lax in your own personal training! If you do you will become a rotting corpse, and that means you 

have died not from natural causes. These words seem harsh but it’s the truth. If you cannot face 

reality, then go crawl into your local MMA workshop or Dojo and pretend that you are a badass. If 

you seek glory, you will die - and that defeats the purpose of survival and specialised combat. 

Remember, you’re not going to fight your enemy you are going to kill it! 

In Special Forces training you are taught to use your intelligence under very extreme situations, and 

function irrelevant of the harsh environment or whether you are covered in the intestines and 

viscera of your comrades or enemies. Thus, you will need to have tunnel vision yet not neglect your 

peripherals…no bullshit. Your movements must be automatic, and hesitation means death. Whether 

you believe this or not is of no consequences to us, make of this as you wish! 

We will now show you methods (*which you will master) in killing your enemy quickly and cleanly as 

well as providing you with some handy tips to make this go even more smoothly: 

 



Chapter One: 

  The Dagger 

The Dagger, unlike the knife has one purpose: To Kill. The knife is a tool, while the Dagger is a 

weapon. 

 

 

The blade of the dagger is shaped like a “V” ending in a wickedly sharp tip (see illustration). The cross 

guard which sits at the end of the hilt serves only to stop your fist from sliding upon the blade and 

cutting your fingers and palm, thus making it a stopper. If the cross guard is too long or broad, it may 

hinder your wrist upon the thrust or cut, so it is important not to overlook this when making or 

purchasing this weapon. Another important tell of the weapons quality will be the area directly 

below the cross quard (see illustration). This area should be “thicker” than the blade for it serves to 

reinforce the body of the blade when you thrust. If this area is as thin as the blade, then the blade 

has been weakened. An Ideal dagger will also have a reinforced centre - meaning the centre will be 

thicker than the blade’s edges. When turning the dagger on its side it must have a “diamond” shape 

however not over exaggerated. 

The Dagger should be balanced between cross guard and blade, to ensure that the weapon is 

neither hilt or blade heavy. NEVER buy a Dagger according to popular brand names, this can be VERY 

misleading and often a great deal of these Brand Names is cheaply made! Don’t judge a book by its 

cover!  



The Dagger should be a minimum of 10 centimeters in blade length, however more than 20 

centimeters is just a waste - especially if the blade is made from stainless steel, for stainless steel 

weakens the more it is drawn out - Remember this! A longer blade in general is not needed - 

contrary to popular belief, as the weight and wield ability is negated the heavier the blade - and let’s 

not forget more difficult to conceal!   

Here are a few good examples of superior daggers, note all the tells: 

 

                      

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter 2 

                                                         The Psychology of Killing 

 

The Act of killing takes place during two main phases: Necessity or Premeditation. The aftereffects of 

these acts will leave the killer feeling empty, exited or relieved. In some cases, the individual will be 

racked with guilt or remorse. Let’s consider each of these after effects one at a time. 

• The feeling of Emptiness is an indication of denial or the unfulfillment of the act itself. 

• The post excitement indicates a coping mechanism, in which the individual either wishes to 

justify him/herself in the act or simply because of latent adrenalin. 

• Feeling of relief will be a suitable and natural response as this walks hand in hand with 

satisfaction. 

• Guilt or remorse walks hand in hand with moral delusions, especially in situations where 

killing takes place out of necessity. This further indicates psychological trauma in some 

degree. 

 

Conditioning yourself in the art of killing means distancing yourself psychologically from the act 

itself. You will have to become focussed without dwelling on the act itself.  

 

The first time you take a human life will seem as if you are watching it transpire from a third person 

view - this is because of muscle memory. Your body will act without the reasoning of the conscious 

mind.  

 

On the other hand, with the untrained individual, this occurs as a form of disassociation from the act 

itself. 

 

Once you have killed for the first time, one of the above 4 phases will be experienced and after this 

the cool down phase will transpire. This usually takes form of mental, physical and emotional 

exhaustion - this is normal and natural, and many refer to this as “Blood Sickness”. This phase will 

“make or break” any individual so it will depend on you. 

 

Here are a few photos which will relay what has been written here: 

 

 

 

             
 

 



      

                                  

                             

 

These Photos are from the First and Second World Wars, soldiers suffering from P.T.S.D. (Post 

Traumatic Stress Disorder) - Make no mistake this can happen to you…if you are not mentally 

prepared. 

 

 

 



Chapter 3: 

                                                                   The Killing Floor 

 

When you through need or design must kill, you must first consider the following: 

• Is it 100% necessary? 

• Can it be avoided? 

• Are you prepared to kill? 

 

If your answer is: 

  

• Yes 

• No 

• Yes 

 

You are in some serious dire straits. Remember these words well: There is no glory in killing, but 

there is honour in killing swiftly. Personally, we would not let an animal suffer at all, thus we will kill 

it swiftly. Torture or interrogation aside, when you kill you will do so swiftly, for a human being is 

just an animal and it dies just as an animal does. Humans have all the organs, nerves, blood, bone 

and viscera as its animal counterpart, and this means that there are four swift ways to kill, each time. 

But before we get into details, let’s present you with photos of actual killings from around the world-

this in the least will be sobering, if not educational: 

 

    
 

           
 

All these victims here will show you what NOT to do under ANY circumstances.  Let’s continue… 

 



There are four major targets in the human and animal body which will cause almost instantaneous 

death. 

 

• The Base of the Skull (area where vertebrae join skull) 

• The Temple 

• The Heart (various angles) 

• The Throat (via a stab or slice) 

 

 

Here follow illustrations to assist you with these basic operations, practice them with caution, these 

methods will kill swiftly: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                    

 
 

 



 
 

 

 
 



                                                           
 

 

                          
 

 

 

 

 



 

        
 

 

 

Here ends this tutorial on the Art of Killing your enemy. There exist numerous such military tutorials, 

however please note that the act can only be measured in accordance of your training and 

perfection of the movements described herein. We at By Stealth DO NOT Condone criminal acts or 

acts of senseless terrorism and will not be held responsible for any misuse of this information under 

any circumstances. Here’s a handy tip: lace the blade of your dagger with Potassium Cyanide, but do 

not touch it with your bare hands, nor inhale the fumes. Even the Bushmen poison their arrowheads 

for hunting, rather be safe than sorry…as a wounded animal can be dangerous! 

 

These methods of dispatching of an enemy must only be conducted when there is no other choice. 

 

Thank you for reading this brief manual and we do hope that it will serve you well in the future. 

 

Best Regards, 

 

Rheiner and Vanessa Le Roux. 

“The night belongs to us” 


